Infinitive or ing-form
For each sentence, choose the best word or phrase to complete the gap from the choices below.

1. Some of our teachers insist on ______ us homework every day of the week. Luckily most
of it is easy.

A

give B

to give C

giving D

given

2. Sometimes when the teacher is not looking, we can get away ____ taking coffee or soup
into the classroom.

A

to B

with C

from D

____

3. I asked Mohamed but he was too busy _______ me with my homework so I had to do it by
myself.

A

help B

to help C

helping D

with helping

4. In Charlie's first driving test, he was so bad that the examiner told him to get out of the
driving seat and he took ____ driving the car.

A

out B

off C

up D

over

5. Rafael is making a lot of progress with his English but he still keeps ______ mistakes with
gerunds and infinitives.

A

make B

making C

to make D

to making

6. If I forget tomorrow, please remind me ______ my name on the list for the Crazy Golf
event next Tuesday.

A

put B

putting C

to put D

of putting

7. Our teachers always encourage ___________ English when we are not in class but
sometimes we forget and speak our own languages.

A

speak B

speaking C

to speak D

us to speak

8. Javier is very happy because now he knows how ___________ a graph in English.

A

to describe B

he describes C

to describing D

describing

9. Our teacher warned all of the students in our class ___________ a sign with two fingers to
English people.

A

not making B

don't make C

not to make D

not make

10. In class today, Abubakr admitted __________ sleepy during lessons sometimes

A

feel B

feeling C

to feel D

to feeling

11. Luckily, none of our teachers expect __________ them Sir or Miss. In fact, they let us call
them by their first names.

A

we call B

us calling C

us to call D

we to call

12. One of the students in our class invited all of us ________ her in Japan. Unfortunately, it's
very expensive to fly to Tokyo from my country.

A

visit B

to visit C

visiting D

to visiting

-ING vs TO INF VERBS
1- Fill in the gaps with the right form of the verb:
a) I can't afford ________(GO) on vacation right now. I've got too many expenses.
b) If you happen ________ (COME) to Glasgow in summer, please give me a call!
c) She doesn't mind __________ (HELP) us with the party.
d) Lisa enjoys ___________ (LOOK) around antique shops.
e) We could go for a walk when you finish________________ (DO) your homework.
f) We shouldn't forget __________________ (CALL) her before we leave for the airport.
g) I hope ________________ (BECOME) an excellent lawyer one day.
h) I can't stand ________________ (HAVE) to do housework on Saturdays. It kills me!
i) Do you fancy __________________ (WATCH) a horror movie tonight?
j) Luisa and Justin decided ________________ (SPEND) their vacation in Italy.
k) I don't mind ________________ (GO) on a cruise this year. We can always go backpacking
next summer.
l) You should remember ________________ (BUY) a present for your parents. It's their 30th
wedding anniversary.

2- Fill in the gaps with the right form of the verb:
a) After ________________(WALK) for a while, we could sit in a terrace and have a snack.
b) It's great ___________________(HEAR) from you! How have you been?
c) What about_______________ (GO) to the theatre? I've heard Hamlet is being performed at
the auditorium.
d) Thanks for ___________________ (TALK) to James. He really needs his friends now.
e) Susan lent me some clothes after my luggage was lost. It's nice to know there are people kind
enough _________________ (HELP) you when you need it.
f) This closet is used for ___________________ (KEEP) old exams.
g) I'm looking forward to _____________________ (SEE) you again!
h) You need to have some knowledge of computers _____________________ (WORK) here.
i) Why can't you have a coffee without ______________ (SMOKE)? It would be nice not to sit
alone in the bar!
j) I feel totally rested after _________________ (SLEEP) 8 hours!

Would love/Would like /Would prefer + to infinitive
Put the verbs in the parenthesis into the correct form with to infinitive
1. I’d love________________ (learn) how to dance salsa.
2. We’d like_______________(travel) travel to Japan one day.
3. Would you prefer ______________(drink) red or white wine?
4. He would love _______________(work) for Disney Cruise Lines next year.
5. Would you________________________(like/go) shopping tonight?
6. She’d just ____________________(love) win the lottery.
7. I____________________(would/prefer) work as a photographer on board.
8. No way, he wouldn’t______________(like/work) at the front desk, he loves bartending.
9. They’d like ___________________(visit) their family in Brazil.
10. I_______________________(would/love) meet the Queen of England.
11. He’d prefer___________________(be) sleeping right now instead of working.
12. If you would like__________________(watch) a movie I’ll put one on.
13. She wouldn’t like____________________(learn) German, it’s very difficult.
14. I _________________(would/love) eat pizza for dinner.
15. No, she ____________(would/not/like) go sky diving, she’s afraid of heights.

To infinitive or simple present
Put the verbs in the parentheses in the correct form
1.I usually _____________(go) to school.
2. They ___________ (visit) us often.
3. You ____________ (play) basketball once a week.
4. Tom _____________ (work) every day.
5. He always_______________ (tell) us funny stories.
6. She never ________________ (help) me with that!
7. Martha and Kevin ____________ (swim) twice a week.
8. In this club people usually ____________ (dance) a lot.
9. Linda ____________ (take care) of her sister.
10. John rarely ____________ (leave) the country.
11. He agreed ______________(buy) a new car.
12.The man asked me ____________(how) get to the airport.
13. We decided _____________(run) through the forest.
14. I learned _________________(drive) a car at the age of 15.
16. The teacher expected Sarah ___________(study) hard.
17. The question is easy ______________(answer).
18. Mary pretends _____________ ( ill) when she doesn’t want _______(go ) to school.
19. They decided ______________(watch) a film.
20. Sam suggested ______________(wait) at the train station.

Put words in correct order
1. plays/Ann/hand ball/well/very.
2. have to/work/never/I/Sundays.
3. students/The/to study/want/English.
4. loves/watch/T.V/to watch/She.
5. agreed/We/expenses/to share/expenses/the.
6. forgot/to call/Sarah/I.
7. doctor/The/told/to stop/smoking/him.
8. Did/remember/you/the/to post/letters.
9. must/You/to improve/practice.
10. ever/watched/people/Have/try/fish/to catch/you/?
11. don’t/want/I/to miss/the/hearing/choir/again.
12. must/I/to remind/the/I’ll/absent/be/tomorrow/teacher/remember.
13. suggested/He/to pay/cash/with/safer/it’s/because.
14. She/to do/refused/chores/her.
15. Jane/dinner/suggested/to have/her/house/at.

Complete the sentences with the correct verb
Change the verbs to a to-infinitive, bare infinitive or -ing form as appropriate, add any
other preposition that is needed ...
I like ______________________________(leave) home before 8.15 in the morning.
I don't like ______________________________(sit) in traffic
when I know I could be ______________________________(do) something useful at work.
The secretary also objected ______________________________(change) the date of the
hearing.
Fortunately I remembered ______________________________(bolt) the door,
but ______________________________ (be) honest,
I don't remember ______________________________(do) so.
Nobody owned up ______________________________(take) the bag.
Have you ever considered ______________________________(move) to York?
It is considered ______________________________(be) one of the nicest cities in England.

Complete the sentences with the correct verb :Change the verbs to a : toinfinitive, bare infinitive or -ing form as appropriate, add any other preposition that is
needed ...
Choose between: | becoming | having | on following | stand | to be | to leaving | to
skipping | to stand | to visit | watch
1. I categorically deny _____________________________ anything to do with it.
2. The whole family was made _____________________________ outside.
3. They made the whole family _____________________________ outside while they searched
the house.
4. He originally wanted _____________________________ a gymnast ,
5. before eventually _____________________________ a sprinter.
6. I confess _____________________________ school ....
7.....to go and _____________________________ a Marx Brothers movie.
8. As you're so keen _____________________________ fashions ,
9. you'll probably be keen _____________________________ this exhibition.
10. Over half of the British people admit _____________________________ their doors unlocked
whilst they are in their home.

A/AN/SOME/MANY
Choose the correct one
1. “Is there ... tea in
this kitchen?”
any

s

ome

9. “Are there any
girls in your class?”
“No, there aren´t
…“
an
some

a
an

any

2. Sorry, there isn’t
… more tea.
some
any

25. I haven’t got …
books to read.

any
some

an

a

any

any

an

an
me

an

some
a

a

10. Are there …
18. Have the
lamps in the house? Collins got …
children?
some
a

a
an

17. The Browns
haven’t got …
children.

26. Is there … book
on the table?
a
an
so

some
any

a
any
3. Has Mr. Evans
got … coffee?
any

11. This is …
interesting
newspaper.

some

19. “Is there any
coffee in the
kitchen?” “Yes,
there is.....”

a

an
a

an

some

any
some

any
a

27. There are …
cups of tea on the
table.
some
an

any

a

an
4. Have the Evans
got … flat?
any
ome

some
an

a

s

12. “Have you got
any glasses?” “No,
I haven’t got …”
any

20. Have you got
… chair for
me?

a

any

an

an
some
a

28. Is there … beer
in the glasses?
a
n
some
any

a

5. There aren’t …
flats to rent.

13. There isn’t …
water in the glass.

an
e

a

some
som

21. “Is there any
coffee in the
cup?” “Yes, there
is …”
a

an
any

a

any

an

29. There isn’t …
beer in the bottle.
a
some
an

any

some
any
6. Are there …
boys in this class?
any

an
some

14. In the park
there are … very
nice trees.

22. I’m reading
… interesting
book.

some
a

an

any

some
any

any

an

some

a

a

a
7. We haven’t got
… cinemas here.

15. Mr. Smith is
having … bread.

any
some

any
some

an

30. Mrs Green is
having … coffee
with milk.

23. There are …
children in the
street.
any

a

31. Is there … wine
in the glass?
some
a

some
a

an

an

any
an

an
a

8. There are …
girls in this class.
any
some
an
a

16. “Is there any
24. Has Peter got
beer in the glass”
… interesting
“No, there isn’t …” books?
some
any
a

some

32. Have they got
… books?
any
some

any
an

an
an

a

a

Countable and Uncountable Nouns.
A/AN/SOME/MANY
A. Complete using some/any/a/an:
1. There's ________airport next to the city.
2. There are __________beautiful gardens, but there aren't __________fountains.
3. There are _____________postcards on this table for you.
4. Are there ___________parents in that party?
5. There isn't ___________shopping centre in this little town.
6. Is there _____________office near here?
7. There are ____________good books that you should read.
8. Is there ___________orange in the fridge?
9. Are there __________chocolates in the kitchen?
10. There aren't _____________cookies left, sorry!
11. There's ____________house next to the river. Some friends live there.
12. Are there _______________armchairs in your house?

B. Decide if these sentences are correct or incorrect.
Write C (correct) or I (incorrect).
1. There are any pictures on the wall.
2. There is a cat near the wall.
3. Are there some books in the shelves?
4. There aren't any dog in the garden.
5. There are some mistakes in your essay.
6. Is there some boy in the living room?
7. There are some apples in the kitchen.

Countable and Uncountable Nouns.
A/AN/SOME/MANY
Select "a", "an", "some" or "any"
by clicking on the appropriate word.
1. He is ___ boy.
a
an
some
any
2. I have ___ umbrella.
a
an
some
any
3. I have ___ apples in my bag.
a
an
some
any
4. John doesn't have ___ dictionary.
a
an
some
any
5. There aren't ___ eggs.
a
an

some
any
6. That's ___ hour we've been waiting!
a
an
some
any
7. Do you have ___ brothers and sisters?
a
an
some
any
8. I bought ___ new car yesterday.
a
an
some
any
9. There are ___ pens in that drawer.
a
an
some
any
10. Do you have to wear ___ uniform at school?
a
an
some
any

Countable and Uncountable Nouns.
SOME OR ANY
Fill in the gap with the correct word some/any
1. When I entered the room, I saw__________body copying her homework.
2. They didn't have potatoes. So I bought ____________pasta.
3. My brother bought _________ great CDs last week.
4. I'm sure Kim wants more cake. Please, give her __________ .
5. Would you like ___________more salad? (BE POLITE!)
6. Aren't there ____________ tissues in the drawer?
7. You can't have ____________ more of this. I want to keep __________ for my brother.
8. We haven't got ___________sweets left. So you can't get ___________ .
9. What would you like to drink? - I'd like _____________ orange juice, please.
10. There are _____________ nice shops downtown. Have you seen them?
11. They haven't got __________ fresh lettuce today. So I bought __________ vegetable.
12. I'd like ____________ pears, please. - I'm afraid we haven't got __________ today.

Countable and Uncountable Nouns.
Choose the correct word.
1) I can't come because I have __________________ work to do.
[ ]any
[ ]some
[ ]0
2) Would you like __________________ more soup ?
[ ]0
[ ]some
[ ]any
3) We have hardly __________________ coffee.
[ ]some
[ ]0
[ ]any
4) Have you been to __________________ interesting places ?
[ ]some
[ ]any
[ ]0
5) They don't live London __________________ more.
[ ]any
[ ]some
[ ]0
6) Can I have __________________ milk in my tea, please ?
[ ]any
[ ]some
[ ]0
7) Are there __________________ plates in that cupboard ?
[ ]0
[ ]any
[ ]some
8) Have you __________________ experience of the work ?
[ ]0
[ ]some

[ ]any
9) This evening I'm going out with __________________ friends of mine.
[ ]some
[ ]any
[ ]0
10) Is there __________________ fruit juice in the fridge ?
[ ]some
[ ]any
[ ]0
11) If there are __________________ words you don't understand, use a dictionary.
[ ]0
[ ]any
[ ]some
12) Philip wants __________________ help with his exams.
[ ]some
[ ]any
[ ]0
13) You can cash these traveller's cheques at __________________ bank.
[ ]any
[ ]some
[ ]0
14) There isn't __________________ reason to complain.
[ ]any
[ ]0
[ ]some
15) Are there __________________ problems with your work ?
[ ]any
[ ]some
[ ]0

Countable and Uncountable Nouns.
SOME OR ANY
Complete the sentences using some and any.

Example: She wants some apples.

1. I have _______________ soda.

2. We don't have _______________ milk.

3. Ben's very busy. He doesn't have _______________ time.

4. She wants to buy __________________ books.

5. Let's listen to _________________ music.

6. Do you have __________________ pets?

7. Yes, I have _____________________ .

8. We need ________________ fruit and vegetables for dinner.

9. Rachel meets ___________________ friends at the weekend.

10. They don't have ________________ coffee.

Comparative and Superlative form
Choose whether each sentence requires the comparative or superlative form:
1. There are 10 houses on our street. Our house is the ________ one.
biggest
bigger
2. My brother sings better than I do, but I play guitar ________ than he does.
the best
better
3. This is ________ song I have ever heard!
better
the best
4. Tom is ________ than I am.
stronger
the strongest
5. Out of all the students in our class, I am ________.
the shortest
shorter
6. Everyone says that my sister is ________ than I am.
the best looking
better looking
7. She is ________ girl in our school.
the best looking
better looking
8. This is boring. Let's do something ________.
the most interesting
more interesting

So, such, too, very, much
For each sentence, choose the best word or phrase to complete the gap from the choices
below.
1. He's ___ young to watch that film. It's for adults.

A

very B

so C

too D

such

2. Thanks a lot. That's ____ a nice thing to say about my performance.

A

too B

very C

so D

such

3. Hello, Pete. I'm __ glad you could come tonight.

A

so B

such C

too D

much

4. Be ____ careful when you go there. It can be dangerous sometimes.

A

too B

very C

so D

such

5. We should be arriving home before ___ long. Don't worry.

A

much B

as C

so D

too

6. I'm not feeling ___ bad today, thank you. I think my cold must be getting better.

A

very B

too C

such D

as

7. It wasn't ____ expensive, so I decided to buy it.

A

as B

very C

much D

such

8. The weather was __ nice that we decided to eat outside.

A

that B

such C

so D

very

9. Thank you for a ____ nice evening. I enjoyed every moment of it.

A

such B

so C

too D

very

10. It's ____ a pity you weren't here last night. We had a great time.

A

so B

such C

too D

very

11. Everyone has had ___ much to do recently. We haven't had time to write.

A

very B

such C

too D

as

12. The concert was ____ better than I had expected.

A

too B

much C

very D

so

Much/Very
Fill in the gap with the correct word MUCH/VERY
1. The coffee is _____________ hot.
2. Staying at the hostel was ______________ cheaper than staying at the hotel.
3. There were too ____________ people on the bus, it was ___________ crowded.
4. I didn’t save ____________ money, so I couldn’t go on the trip.
5. It was ___________ expensive, but I bought it any way.
6. Her house is _______________ smaller than I expected.
7. ___________ few people think the way I do.
8. Was it ___________ expensive to buy?
9. There wasn’t _____________ many things to do at Grandma’s house.
10. He was ______________ rude to the teacher.
11. I got __________ sun burnt yesterday at the beach.
12. He’s ___________ bigger now.
13. That was a __________ strange movie.
14. The water in Canada is _____________ cleaner than here.
15. It didn’t cost _________ ___________ to buy.

Adverbs of degree
Choose the correct answer
Q1 - The book's ____ fantastic.
very
utterly
Q2 - It's ____ good.
very
utterly
Q3 - It's ____ brilliant.
very
quite
Q4 - They did it ____ well.
very
totally
Q5 - It's ____ nice.
very
totally
Q6 - It's _____ hot.
very
utterly
Q7 - The lecture was ____ wonderful.
extremely
absolutely
Q8 - The dinner was _____ delicious.
totally
absolutely
Q9 - She's a _____ skilled operator.
totally
highly
Q10 - He's ____ lazy.
extremely
totally

Adverbs of Degree
Fill in the blanks with appropriate adverbs of degree. Each question is followed by three suggested
answers. Choose the most appropriate one.
Hints
We cannot use very with comparatives. However, we can use other words like much, far, very
much, a lot, lots etc. Superlatives can be modified by much, by far and by other adverbs of degree
such as quite.
Question 1
The situation is …………………………………. serious.
a) very
b) much
c) very much
Question 2
You are ………………………………….. kind.
a) too
b) too much
c) much
Question 3
Today is ………………………………… colder than yesterday.
a) very
b) much
c) much or very much
Question 4
My boyfriend is ……………………………………. older than me.
a) very
b) much
c) both answers are correct
Question 5
I have been to ………………………………….. too many countries recently.
a) very
b) rather
c) quite
Question 6
I like your dress ………………………………….
a) much
b) very
c) very much

To infinitive or –ing form with a change in meaning
Complete the sentences with the words in the parenthesis, use the correct form.
1. We _____________ (try/finish) the race but, we were too exhausted.
2. He _________________(forget/pay) the electricity bill.
3. Do you remember ______________(buy) tomatoes?
4. We can try ______________(fix) it later when I get home.
5. I ____________(regret/not/buy) it when it was on sale.
6. She ________________(stop/have) an ice cream on the way home.
7. Dan ___________________(regret/stay) up all night playing video games.
8. I’ll never _________________(forget) the time I won gold at the Olympics.
9. Do you ______________( remember/ski) down that steep mountain in Switzerland?
10. They _________________(stop/change) the flat tyre.
11. Oh no, Joe _____________(forget/take) his lunch with him.
12. I _____________________(try/learn) French but, it was really hard.
13. We ______________(regret/inform) that the game has been cancelled.
14. Dad ___________________(regret/go) to work on Sunday now, because we’re swimming.
15. If we leave now we can (try/catching) the 6 o’clock show.

Plural/Group nouns
Choose the correct word
1. The family are/is going on holiday
2. The family are/is packing their bags
3. Her shoes are/is dirty
4. The houses are/is very modern
5. The rivers are/is polluted
6. Her jewelry are/is so precious and expensive
7. Where are/is the crew?
8. This bag of oranges are/is mine
9. There are/is many sheep in the paddock
10. The shoes look/looks great
11. The choir sing/sings at 8 PM.
12. This pair of earrings are/is Karen’s
13. These shoes belong/belong to Mike
14. The playing cards are/is on the table
15. Where are/is my books?

Plural/Groups or nouns
Fill in the gap with the correct word is/are
1. Where ____________ my jeans?
2. The wine glasses _____________ over there on the table.
3. These scissors ___________ sharp.
4. This pair of scissors ____________ blunt, they don’t cut well.
5. His new clothes _____________ too big for him.
6. The police _______________ coming.
7. Three people ____________ stuck in the elevator.
8. The people _____________ happy because today’s a holiday.
9. The stairs ____________ too steep.
10. My biggest problem _______________ grammar mistakes.
11. The committee ______________ out for a break right now.
12. The Greenbay Packers ____________ an American football team.
13. We better bring the laundry in, the rain _________ coming.
14. This bunch of bananas ______________ are rotten.
15. The basket of eggs _______________ in the kitchen

Choose the correct word ARE/AN
1. The children are/is playing in the garden.
2. I don't like milk, it are/is sour.
3. The tea are/is ready to be served.
4. Scientists say that the environment are/is threatened by pollution.
5. My mother says butter are/is better for preparing cakes.
6. There are/is a lot of windows in our classroom.
7. Glue are/is better fixing broken glass.
8. The waiters in this restaurant are/is very professional.
9. Every morning there are/is a flock of birds outside my window
10. The bread my mother prepares are/is delicious.
11. Drivers must be careful; the road are/is slippery.
12. Some policemen are/is organizing road traffic to avoid any
accidents.
13. I bought three bottles of mineral water for our picnic, they are/is in the
fridge.
14. The bottles of juice are/is cold and fresh.
15. Successful jobs are/is hard to find.
16. A rise in oil prices are/is inevitable since there are/is more and more world demand for
energy.
17. The exercises on this website are/is interesting.
18. The team are/is winning.

